*Dear Editor,*

Fear is an adoptive human response in the face of danger. This normal and even useful reaction has a protective aspect, while phobia is a pathologic, irrational, and intense fear of a situation or an issue ([@A23547R1]). Dental phobia or odontophobia is a pathologic fear that affects about 5% to 15% of adults in the industrialized countries ([@A23547R2]).

Dental fear is a complex multidimensional phenomenon that its development involves a number of factors including personality traits, fear of pain, previous traumatic experiences (especially in childhood), anxious entourage, and blood-injury fear. Certain variables such as gender and education (socioeconomic status) are associated with anxiety level; therefore, women are more affected than men and the young more than the old. The people with low education and low income are more likely to have higher levels of fear experience ([@A23547R1], [@A23547R3], [@A23547R4]).

Fear is the main obstacle for routine dental treatment. Fear of pain is strongly associated with anxiety and avoidance of treatment that in turn is highly correlated with increased caries morbidity and DMFS scores ([@A23547R5]). Kent believes that toothache memory is formed in time and severely anxious patients tend to overestimate their pain ([@A23547R6]). Through a vicious cycle dynamic, fear of dental treatment can block normal access to health services, which increases the risk of experiencing oral diseases, and the progressive worsening of untreated oral symptoms can in turn reinforce the fear of dental procedures ([@A23547R4], [@A23547R7], [@A23547R8]). Since failing to see a physician, gingival problems and tooth decay progress day by day and destruction becomes more severe, the patient has inevitably to recourse and this is just the beginning of the problems. Under such circumstances, the dentist is faced with a situation that is very difficult to treat. In fact, the result of fear and lack of timely treatment is to tolerate more complex, expensive, and time consuming treatments with lower success rate ([@A23547R8]).

In addition to the above effects, dental anxiety has much greater impacts on quality of life. Cognitive effects include negative thoughts, fear, crying, sleep disturbances, disturbed eating, habits, and greater self-medication ([@A23547R1]). Helping highly anxious patients to overcome their fear of dental treatment is a challenge, however if achieved it will result in improvement of their oral health, their overall quality of life, and well-being ([@A23547R1]).
